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100 Popular Titles For High Schools

For personalized pricing contact WT Cox Information Services.

Build Your Title List and Request Your Quote Online

www.wtcox.com

Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.
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Call WT Cox For Any Title Not Listed at 1-800-571-9554 or visit www.wtcox.com.

(The title information is subject to change per publisher discretion.)
A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY
for the most curious kids on the planet.

Feed students’ curiosity
with award-winning magazines for all ages and interests. A roadmap for intellectual exploration, our ad-free science, arts, history, and culture magazines guide kids on adventures through time and space.

BULK SUBSCRIPTIONS
$9.95
Includes Monthly Teachers’ Guides!

History and Culture (Ages 9–14)

COBBLESTONE American History

ASK Ages 6–9

MUSE Ages 9–14

CLICK Ages 3–6

FACES World Cultures

CricketMedia.com
Interactive Digital Catalog
Browse over 3,000 of our most popular titles and create a list to request a quote.

Top Titles Lists
Use lists of the most frequently ordered titles for:

- Elementary ~ Middle
- High School ~ Public Library
- Junior College